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in the
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The mechanisms
that lead to the production
of sensory hair
cells during regeneration
have been investigated
by using
2 different procedures
to ablate preexisting
hair cells in individual neuromast
sensory epithelia of the lateral line in the
tails of salamanders,
then monitoring
the responses
of surviving cells.
In one series of experiments,
fluorescent
excitation
was
used to cause the phototoxic
death of hair cells that selectively take up the pyridinium
dye DASPEI. In the other experiments,
the ultraviolet
output of a pulsed neodymiumYAG laser was focused to a microbeam
through a quartz
objective
lens in epi-illumination
mode and used to selectively kill individual
unlabeled
hair cells while the cells were
simultaneously
imaged by transmitted
light DIC microscopy.
Through
observation
of the treated neuromasts
in viva,
these experiments
demonstrated
that mature sensory epithelia that have been completely
depleted
of hair cells can
still generate
new hair cells. Preexisting
hair cells are not
necessary
for regeneration.
Immediately
after the ablations
the only resident
cells in the sensory epithelia
were supporting cells. These cells were observed to divide at rates
that were increased over control values, and eventually those
cell divisions gave rise to progeny that differentiated
as hair
cells, replacing
those that had been killed. Macrophages
were active in these epithelia,
and their phagocytic
activity
had a significant
influence
on the standing
population
of
cells. The first new hair cells appeared
3-5 d after the treatments, and additional
hair cells usually appeared
every l2 d for at least 2 weeks. We conclude
that the fate of the
progeny produced
by supporting
cell divisions
is plastic to
a degree, in that these progeny can differentiate
either as
supporting
cells or as hair cells in epithelia where hair cells
are missing or depleted.
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Sensorineuralhearing loss, commonly known as “nerve deafness,” affects more than 80% of patients who have a significant
lossof auditory sensitivity, over 17 million individuals in the
United States alone. The primary causeof this disorder is loss
of the sensory hair cells that are the initial transducers which
changesound energy into transmembraneelectrical activity in
the cochlea. Causesof hair cell death include exposure to loud
sound, poisoningby aminoglycosideantibiotics and by chemotherapy agents,infections, hereditary disorders,and unidentified
events associatedwith aging (Bredberg, 1968; Nielson and Slepecky, 1986; Rybak, 1986; Yoo, 1986). Deafnessthat results
from loss of hair cells has been assumedto be permanent in
humans, becausethe production of these cells normally ends
prior to birth in mammalsand birds, asshownby DNA labeling
and cell counting (Ruben, 1967; Tilney and Tilney, 1986; Katayama and Corwin, 1989). However, it has recently been discovered that regenerative production of sensoryhair cells can
occur in birds after a lossof hair cellscausedby acoustic overstimulation, and this regenerationproducesa healedepithelium
in 10 d (Corwin and Cotanche, 1988; Ryals and Rubel, 1988).
Electrophysiological measurementsindicate that regeneration
of hair cells results in recovery of auditory function (Saunders
and Tilney, 1982; Tucci and Rubel, 1989).
The cell populations in the auditory epithelia in birds are
mitotically quiescent during normal postembryonic life, like
their counterparts in mammals.However, when hair cellshave
been killed, the avian sensory epithelium respondsby reactive
cell division. If tritiated thymidine is available in the bloodstream following acoustic trauma that has killed hair cells, it
becomesincorporated in newly replicated DNA in both the hair
cells and the supporting cells at the site of the healed lesion.
The question has remained whether both types of cells divide
during regeneration. In the experiments cited (Corwin and Cotanche, 1988; Ryals and Rubel, 1988),the thymidine tracer was
available for 7-10 d, so the labeling could either have resulted
from divisions in both cell types or from early divisions in one
cell type that gave rise to progeny that eventually differentiated
to produce 2 types of cells.
Measured correspondencesbetween the local frequencies of
labeling in the hair cellsand supporting cellsare consistentwith
the proposal that the 2 types of cells originate from a common
progenitor (Corwin and Cotanche, 1988). Other evidence suggeststhat existing supporting cells may be the common progenitors. Supporting cells proliferate in continuously growing
hair cell epithelia in the ears of fish and amphibians, and in
somespeciesthe populations appearto turn over (Corwin, 1977,
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198 1, 1984, 1985; Jorgensen, 198 1; Jorgensen and Mathiesen,
1988). Close spatial and temporal correspondences between the
cell divisions that give rise to hair cells and those that give rise
to supporting cells are characteristic of cytogenesis in the embryonic avian cochlea, which has led to the proposal that the
cells may share a single bipotent progenitor in the terminal
mitosis before differentiation (Katayama and Corwin, 1989).
At sites where hair cells have been killed, supporting cells
often survive, so their suspected role as a progenitor of replacement hair cells has added significance. It mav be that the canacitv
for self-repair could be ext&ded to mamials where surviving
supporting cells apparently to not divide spontaneously after
trauma, but might be induced to divide if they were treated
appropriately. For that reason, we have specifically evaluated
the potential progenitor function of supporting cells that survive
at the sites of hair cell lesions.
Microscopic observations of living hair cell epithelia in the
mechanoreceptive lateral line system in aquatic salamanders
have provided support for the proposal that supporting cell
divisions may be a source of progeny that can differentiate as
either supporting cells or as replacement hair cells (Corwin,
1986; Balak and Corwin, 1988; Jones and Corwin, 1988; Corwin
et al., 1989). In this study, 2 protocols were used to achieve
ablations of hair cell populations in identified neuromasts, the
small, isolated sensory epithelia of the lateral line system in the
tails of young axolotl salamanders. In one series of experiments,
salamanders were immersed in a vital fluorescent dye that is
selectively taken up by hair cells. Then one sensory epithelium
on the tail was exposed to UV excitation, so that the hair cells
were selectively killed by a phototoxic chemical reaction. In the
other series of experiments, all of the hair cells in an epithelium
were individually killed by single pulses of intense UV light
from a laser that was brought to focus in the nuclei of the cells.
The responses of the supporting cells that survived these treatments were monitored by light microscopic observations of the
cells in living preparations and by histological processing at
stages during the course of subsequent hair cell regeneration.

Materials

and Methods

Embryonic axolotl salamanders, Ambystoma mexicanum, of the “white”
and “albino” strains were obtained from the Indiana University Axolotl
Colony and raised in 20% Holtfreter’s solution until hatching. After
hatching they were transferred to 50% Holtfreter’s solution and were
fed live brine shrimp larvae. Two to four weeks after hatching, the
axolotls had grown to 20-30 mm total length. The axolotls used in these
experiments were generally in those ranges of size and age. During
surgery and microscopic observations, the axolotls were anesthetized
by immersion in 100% Holtfreter’s solution containing 0.007% benzocaine (ethyl-p-aminobenzoate).
Phototoxic ablations. Hair cells in the surface neuromast organs of
the lateral line systems in fish and amphibians are specifically labeled
when the intact animal is immersed in a solution of the vital fluorescent
dye DASPEI [2-(4-dimethylaminostyryl)-N-ethyl
pyridinium iodide]
(Bereiter-Hahn, 1976; Jorgensen, 1989). The specific uptake of DASPEI
permitted selective ablation of hair cells through extended exposure of
labeled cells to light that excited the chromophore, thereby producing
phototoxic conditions in the hair cells. Hair cells of the lateral line
sensory epithelia were labeled by immersing an axolotl in 1 mM DASPEI
(Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) in the benzocaine-Holtfreter’s
solution

for 20 min. The axolotl wasthenrinsedin benzocaine-Holtfreter’s
solution and transferred to a viewing chamber where it was held by magnetic restraints.
For ablation of hair cells, the open viewing chamber containing the
DASPEI-labeled
axolotl was placed on a L.eitz Dialux microscope
equipped with a silicon intensified target (SIT) video camera attached
to the trinocular tube, with Zeiss differential interference contrast (DIC)
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optics, and with a 50 W HBO epifluorescent illumination system. The
chamberwaspositionedsothat a singleidentifiablehair cellepithelium
wasbroughtinto focusby a 40x (0.75N.A.) water-immersion
objective
lens.A videotaperecordof the epitheliumwasmadewith DIC optics
and with epifluorescent illumination prior to ablation. Then the epithelium was exposed to epifluorescent illumination
at 450-490 nm
wavelengths (Leitz, I-2 filter block) for 1 hr or until the fluorescence
had been significantly bleached from the hair cells. After irradiation the
axolotl was transferred to 100% Holtfreter’s solution in its normal container, where it recovered from anesthesia in minutes. The effect of the
irradiation was monitored the next day by again immersing the axolotl
in 1 mM DASPEI in benzocaine-Holtfreter’s
solution for 20 min, then
rinsing it, and examining the irradiated sensory epithelium with DIC
optics and with epifluorescent illumination. In this way we checked for
the presence of surviving hair cells in the treated neuromast. Hair cells
were recognizable by DIC microscopy because of the presence of large
spherical nuclei, apical bundles of stereocilia, and their central location
in the neuromast. Staining with DASPEI identified hair cells in fluorescence microscopy. If any hair cells were observed, the procedure for
phototoxic ablation was repeated. When no hair cells could be detected
by either method of observation, the DIC and the epifluorescence images
of the neuromast were recorded on videotape. The treated hair cell
epithelia were examined for the presence of regenerated hair cells at 34 d intervals by relabeling with DASPEI and observing with both DIC
and epifluorescence optics. Videotape records were made throughout
the recovery period.
Laser ablations. Laser ablation experiments were conducted at the
Beckman Laser Institute and Medical Clinic. Universitv of California
at Irvine. The third harmonic, UV (355 nm) output from a 1.5 J pulsed
neodymium-YAG
(yttrium-aluminum-garnet)
laser was used to selectively kill individual hair cells in the sensory epithelia of the lateral
line. For laser ablations, an axolotl was anesthetized in benzocaineHoltfreter’s solution and placed in an open viewing chamber made from
a coverglass and magnetic tape. The axolotl was restrained by pins held
by magnetic attachments, and its tail was viewed through the coverglass
bottom using an inverted Zeiss Axiomat microscope equipped with a
newvicon video camera. An identifiable neuromast was brought into
focus with a 100 x (1.25 N.A.) quartz objective lens (Fig. 1). Transmitted
light and DIC optics were used for observation ofthe specimen througho;t the experiments. The laser beam was directed to the specimen
through the epi-illumination
path of the microscope, so that the transmitted light observation was uninterrupted. The laser output ranged
from 8 to 45 mJ/pulse at 355 nm. Beam energy was monitored before
and after ablations in a neuromast. The intensitv of the nulses was
attenuated 2-30 dB (referenced to the transmission through parallel
polarizers) by adjusting crossed polarizers placed between the laser and
the mirrors that directed the beam into the epi-illumination
path of the
microscone. Sinale Dulses of the laser focused to a 1 urn microbeam
through the object&e lens were sufficient to kill a cell ‘when the plane
of focus was at the nucleus. In some cases, more than one pulse was
given to ensure cell death. A laser pulse produced either a coagulation,
appearing as a darkened circle of l-2 pm diameter, or the rapid formation and collapse of a small ionized plasma bubble at the level of
focus in the nucleus. When either occurred, the preparation was repositioned so that another hair cell nucleus was brought beneath cross
hairs that marked the location of the microbeam focus, and that cell
was treated. This procedure was repeated until every hair cell in the
neuromast had been treated.
The death of the hair cells was quickly evident. A change in the DIC
appearance of the nucleus occurred seconds after the laser microbeam
pulse to the cell. Then, within 15 min, each laser-treated cell was extruded from the neuromast, as described under Results. The laser treatments, and in many cases the extrusions of the hair cells, were recorded
on videotape.
The responses
of the laser-treatedneuromasts
were monitoredby
several methods. The extrusion response, which has previously been
reported from conditions when hair cells have been subjected to physiological compromise (Corwin, 1985, 1986; Cotanche et al., 1987), was
monitored by 2 methods. In one case, a 1 min immersion in 1 mM
DASPEI in benzocaine-Holtfreter’s
solution was used to label the hair
cells of the epithelium prior to laser treatment. This permitted specific
epifluorescent visualization of the living hair cells before laser treatment,
and visualization of the remains of the same hair cells less than 15 min
after laser ablation. Other axolotls were overanesthetized and then fixed
10 min-2 hr after laser treatment in a solution containing 3% glutar-
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&we 1. Schematic illustration of hair cell ablation using the laser microbeam. A, The tip of the quartz objective lens, linked to the observation
chamber by immersion glycerin, and the anesthetized juvenile salamander are shown. Stippling illustrates the path of the laser light which is led to
the back aperture of the 1.25 N.A. objective through the epi-illumination
channel of the microscope and converges on the specimen with the cone
angle illustrated. B, The focal point of the laser microbeam as it converges, at the actual cone angle employed, in the nucleus of a hair cell in a
lateral line neuromast in the skin on the undersurface of the salamander. The exit angle illustrated in A and the magnified representation of both
the entrance and exit angles in Bare drawn with a correction for the refractive index difference between glycerol andsalinesolution.In thetreatments
used,the intensityof the 3 nsecpulseof the laserwasadjustedsothat its destructiveeffectwaslimited to the siteof focus,wherethe 355 nm

photons were brought to convergence. At levels above and below the focal point the cross-sectional area of the beam was so much larger that the
energy intensity, per unit area, was appreciably lower. In the overwhelming majority of treatments we detected no damage in either the overlying
epidermal cells or the underlying supporting cells.

aldehydein 0.1 M cacodylatebuffer at pH 7.4. Then their tails were

are located peripheral to the internal supporting cells and the
hair cells, where they form a rind of cells that delimits the
boundary betweenthe neuromastand the surroundingand overlying epidermis. The hair cell bodiesare pear-shaped,with narand Corwin, 1988)that permittedcontinuoustime-lapseobservation row apical regionsand wide basesthat extend only part of the
on an inverted microscope.
The salamander
washeldby magneticredistance to the baseof the epithelium (Fig. 1B). A single thin
straintsinsidethe chamberanda sterilesolutionof 0.007%benzocaine layer of epidermal cells covers the surface of the neuromast
in Holtfreter’ssolutionwaspassed
throughthe chamberat 40 ml/hr.
except at the narrow sensorypore where the sensoryhair bundles
At roughly48 hr intervals,the chamberwasremovedfrom the microscope,the salamander
wasreleased
into nonanesthetic
Holtfreter’sso- of the hair cells, the thin surfacesof supporting cells, and an
lution, whereit wasfed live brineshrimplarvae,andthe chamberwas acellular, gelatinous cupula project into the surrounding water
cleaned.The salamander
wasthen reanesthetized
and positionedfor
(Fig. 2). The transparency of the thin tail in the pigmentationcontinuation of the time-lapse microscopy, usually within 3 hr of its
deficient strainsof axolotl salamandersthat were usedpermitted
release.The time-lapserecord wasmadeusinga ZeissIM inverted
direct
high-magnification observationsof the living cellsin these
microscope equipped with a 40 x (0.65 N.A.) objective lens, DIC optics,
anda Hamamatsu
newviconvideo cameralinkedto a Gyyr time-lapse epithelia viewed in vivo by DIG microscopy using transmitted
video casetterecorder.The time-lapsefactor was120to 1.
light.
Immersion of an axolotl in a solution of DASPEI labeledonly
Results
the hair cells of the lateral line sensoryepithelia (Fig. 3, A, B).
No other cellsin the neuromastor in surrounding or underlying
Phototoxicity experiments
tissuesof the tail (e.g., muscle,nerve, or notochord) took up the
The neuromast sensory epithelia of the mechanoreceptive latfluorescentdye. Immersion in 1 mM DASPEI with 0.007% beneral line in axolotl salamandersconsist of up to 30 hair cells
zocaine anesthetic in Holtfreter’s saline solution was sufficient
located superficial to a deep layer of supporting cell nuclei. The
to produce bright fluorescent labeling of hair cells in 1 min;
supporting cells in the lateral line epithelia are divisible into 2
however, 20 min immersionswere used for the phototoxicity
subclasses.
Internal supporting cells are located in the center of
experiments, so as to saturate the cells. In contrast, only exthe neuromast. Their wide basesform a complete sheet over
tremely weak labeling of hair cells resulted even after 30 min
the basallamina, and their narrower apical processessurround
immersions when the 1 mM DASPEI and Holtfreter’s solution
and separateadjacent hair cells. Mantle-type supporting cells
prepared for examination by scanning electron microscopy
embedding and sectioning according to standard methods (Corwin,
Two specimens were laser-irradiated in the open observation
ber, then quickly transferred to a sealed observation chamber

or for
198 1).
cham(Jones
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Table 1. Changes in phototoxicity with different durations of
immersion in 1 mM DASPEI and constant 30 min UV irradiation

Duration of
immersion
(min)
0
0
0
5

5
10
10
20
20
30
30

Numberof hair cells
Before
After
17
25
8
17
14
17
9
13
9
12
18

17
25
8
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

Percent
killed
0
0
0
94
93

100
89
100
100
100
100

Haircells were visualized by DIC miscroscopy as described in Materials and
Methods. Counts were made just prior to the treatments and 24 hr after treatments.

different durations of epifluorescent excitation of the chromophore were usedto measuretheir effectivenessin hair cell ablation. Immersions for lessthan 20 min resulted in ablation of
Figure 2. Scanningelectronmicrographof an intact lateralline neumost hair cells,but someremained viable a day after the treatromastat the surfaceof the tail of a salamander.
The sensoryhair
ment (Table 1). Immersionslonger than 30 min resultedin the
bundlesat the apicalsurfaces
of the hair cellsareembedded
in the base
of the acellular,gelatinous
cupula,whichappearsasthewhite vanelike death of the salamander.
Holding the duration of immersion in the DASPEI solution
structurerunningvertically in themicrograph.Thecupulaprojectsfrom
the circularsensoryporeat the apex of the neuromastinto the water constant at 20 min and increasing the duration of epi-illumioutsidethe skin. Drag alongthe cupula’slong axis that parallelsthe
nation from 5 to 20 min causedincreasedablation of hair cells
skin surfacestimulatesthe underlyingrows of hair cellsby causing (Table 2). However, even exposuresas short as 5 min resulted
bendingof their hair bundles.Scalebar, 10pm.
in the elimination ofthe majority ofthe hair cellsin a neuromast.
Complete ablations were routinely achieved by using 1 hr of
epi-illumination. The concentration of DASPEI in the solution
contained 0.007% MS-222 (ethyl-m-aminobenzoate) asthe anwas not varied.
esthetic, instead of 0.007% benzocaine (ethyl-p-aminobenPhototoxic ablation after DASPEI treatment specificallyelimzoate).
inated hair cells, without producing a noticeable changein the
Excitation of the DASPEI chromophoreby UV light wasused
neighboringpopulation of supportingcells.Countsof supporting
to kill the heavily labeled hair cells by phototoxicity. After a 1
hr exposure to UV epi-illumination, these cells were damaged cells before and after complete ablation of all the hair cells in
3 neuromastsshowedthat the numbersof supporting cellswere
beyond healing. Over the next 24 hr, the treated hair cellswere
eliminated from the neuromast, presumably through extrusion
from the apical sensorypore. Usually, the epithelia contained
no hair cellswhen examined 1 d after treatment. The resultsof
a DASPEI phototoxicity experiment are illustrated in Figure 3.
Table 2. Changes in phototoxicity with different durations of UV
irradiation following 20 min immersions in 1 mM DASPEI
The neuromast, which contains at least 20 hair cells, is shown
in Figure 3, A, B, as a DIC photomicrograph and an epifluDuration
orescentvideo micrograph that were taken before the extended
of uv
Numberof hair cells
UV irradiation of the DASPEI chromophore. The sameneuPercent
irradiation
romast is shown in Figure 3, C, D, taken 1 d later, 24 hr after
Before
After
killed
(min)
the phototoxic treatment. At that time, the neuromastconsisted
3
0
0
3
of a single,thin layer of covering epidermal cellsand a flattened
0
5
5
0
layer of supporting cells, with no hair cells to take up the flu0
0
13
13
orescent DASPEI label. Figure 3, E, F, shows the same neu14
2
86
5
romast 9 d later, after 9 new hair cells had regenerated.
3
1
67
5
As a test to control for toxic effectsof UV light exposurethat
2
67
10
6
might not have been related to fluorescent phototoxicity, neu1
83
10
6
romasts that contained 8-25 hair cells were treated with the
100
19
0
20
same UV light exposure used in phototoxic ablation experi100
20
19
0
ments, but without prior immersion in the hair cell labeling
100
9
0
30
DASPEI solution. Examination of those epithelia 24 hr later
100
30
15
0
showedthat none of the hair cells had been killed (Table 1).
See note to Table 1.
Different durations of immersion in the DASPEI solution and
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k’lgure 3. Hair cell regeneration following the phototoxic ablation of preexisting hair cells in a lateral line neuromast treated with DASPEI. The
same neuromast observed by vital microscopy is shown in all 6 micrographs. DIC views focused at the normal level of the hair cell nuclei are
shown in A, C, and E. Epifluorescent imagesfrom the output of a SIT cameradisplayedon a video monitor showthe neuromast
after 20 min
immersions
in 1 mMDASPEI in B, D, andF. A, Hair cellsrecognizable
by the circularoutlinesof their centrallypositionednuclei;B, same hair
cellsdistinguishable
because
of their selectiveuptakeof the DASPEIlabelat the start of the phototoxictreatment.C andD, Sameneuromast1 d
later,after all of thepreexistinghair cellshadbeenkilledandlost,leavingan epitheliumthat containedonly supportingcells.E andF, Neuromast

9 d later after newhair cellshad beenproducedby regeneration.
Scalebar, 50pm.
the samewithin the margin of counting error, before hair cell
ablation and 1 d later. After the treatment, internal supporting
cells and mantle-type supporting cells were the only resident
cells in these sensoryepithelia.
The rate of hair cell regenerationwasdetermined by observing

individual treated neuromastsevery 3 or 4 d by DIC microscopy
and by fluorescencevideo microscopy following immersion in
DASPEI during the recovery period after complete ablation of
all preexistent hair cells. Data from 10 salamandersare shown
in Figure 4. The first regeneratedhair cells usually appearedby
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Figure 4. Mean rate of hair cell regeneration following phototoxic
ablation of all preexisting hair cells. All the hair cells of a single neuromast from 10 different axolotls were killed by exposure to DASPEI
and subsequent bleaching by epifluorescent illumination. The regenerated hair cells in each neuromast were counted at 34 d intervals. The
cells were visualized by DIC microscopy and by fluorescent videomicroscopy after labeling in DASPEI. The first regenerated hair cells appeared within 6 d of phototoxic ablation. After that, the populations
grew at a rate of approximately 1 hair cell every l-2 d.

day 6. New hair cellswere addedroughly once a day, for at least

15 d after that. One neuromast regenerated19 hair cells in the
15 d after treatment.

Figure 5. Laser microbeam pulse irradiation in hair cell nuclei. The
video DIC microscope image captures the small circular coagulation
that is the transient effect, lasting several seconds, produced by a 3-nsec
pulse of the UV laser microbeam focused in the nucleus of one hair cell
(arrow) in a lateral line neuromast. Inset, Relative size ofthe coagulation
effect (arrow) in an enlarged view of another hair cell nucleus. At higher
intensities of light, the laser pulses result in the rapid formation of a
small gas bubble that then more slowly collapses inside the nucleus. It
appears that bubble formation results from the generation of a plasma
of ionized vapor produced when the combined electric field strength of
the photons of light causes ionization at the site of focus.

Laser experiments

In a secondapproach a laser microbeam was focused on individual hair cell nuclei, and a singlepulse of the laserwas used
to kill each cell asshown in Figures 1 and 5. The hair cellskilled
in this way were extruded from the sensorypore at the surface
of the neuromast within 15 min (Fig. 6). The epidermal cells
above the sensory epithelium (Fig. 7) and the supporting cell
nuclei beneath the hair cells (Fig. 8) showedno signsof damage
in the casesthat were used for further study. It is possiblethat
someundetected damageoccurred in thosepopulations of cells,
but if so, this was at much lower levels of occurrencethan the
immediate damagein the hair cell population.
The energy level of the laser pulse was varied to test for
effectivenessin hair cell ablation. The size of the coagulation
causedby the laserpulseincreasedasthe energy level increased
over a limited range. Lower energy levels did not produce a
noticeablecoagulation, and high levels resultedin the generation
of a small gasbubble in the nucleus, presumably as a result of
complete ionization of moleculesthat appearedto produce an
ionized plasmaat the point of focus. Laser pulseenergieswere
controlled so as to avoid the production of large ionization
bubbles or noticeable damagein the thin epidermal cells that
cover the surfacesof the neuromasts.Secondsafter a lasertreatment that produced a noticeable coagulation or a small bubble
in the nucleus, the nuclear envelope of the cell changed to a
DIC-bright appearance.While the laserablation wasin progress,
cellsthat had beentreated were distinguishablefrom those that
had not becauseof the greater contrast in phase between the
nuclear contents and the nuclear envelope in the treated cells
asvisualized by DIC optics. Within 2-3 min the nuclei and the
cell bodiesof the treated cellsbeganto move toward the sensory

pore, where they began to be extruded from the epithelium.
Extrusion of all the treated sensoryhair cellswascompletewithin 15 min of the beginning of hair cell ablation.
A neuromastdepletedof sensoryhair cellsis shownin Figure
8B. It consists of supporting
cells that are in contact with the
basal lamina below and are covered by a thin epidermal cell
layer above. Initially, after laser ablation and extrusion of the
hair cells, the treated neuromastsappear hollow, with a prominent opening

at the site formerly

occupied

by the sensory pore

and with an extracellular spacelocated internally, at the site
previously filled by the bodies of the hair cells. Then, in l-2 hr,
the remaining supporting cellsgradually shift positions to form
a flatter epithelium, filling in the spaceleft by the extruded hair
cells.Time-lapserecordsfrom that period reveal that the cellular
rearrangementsthat result in the flattened epithelium occur
through lamellipodia-mediated motility of individual cells in
the neuromast.This type of motility is normally associatedwith
cell migrations over distances(Trinkaus, 1984), but here the
centersof the motile cellsbarely changeposition. One day after
the laserablation, theseneuromastsclosely resemblethose produced by phototoxic ablation with DASPEI. The cells are flattened and those at the anterior and posterior ends of the neuromastsare elongatedalong their anteroposterior axes.
The rate of hair cell regenerationfollowing laser-inducedhair
cell ablation was monitored by daily observation via DIC microscopy. Data from 6 treated salamandersare shown in Figure
9. In responseto the selective cell surgery provided by the laser
microbeam method, the regenerative replacement can occur
rapidly. In one casethe first regeneratedhair cell had extended
a kinocilium and a small bundle of short stereociliajust 3 d
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Fzgure 6. Extrusion of hair cells following laser ablation. The same lateral line neuromast after 60 set immersion of the animal in DASPEI viewed
by epifluorescence before (A) and 12 min after (B) laser ablations of all of the hair cells in the epithelium. DASPEI was selectively taken up by the
hair cells so that their positions in the epithelium before laser treatment could be determined in A. After the hair cells are killed by pulses of the
laser microbeam, they lose attachments to the surrounding cells in the epithelium and move toward the sensory pore in the center of the neuromast’s
apical surface. The epidermal cells remain intact covering the entire surface of the neuromast except at its sensory pore, where hair cells and
supporting cells reach the external surface. The sensory pore erupts soon after laser ablation of the hair cells and the remains of the hair cells are
extruded through the sensory pore into the fluid outside the animal. In this experiment, the prior loading of the hair cells with DASPEI allowed
the relocation of their remains outside and just above the skin surface after their extrusion from the epithelium. A and B, Same field at slightly
different planes of focus. The nuclei of hair cells are visible in the DASPEI-labeled mass in B. DASPEI labeling was no longer present inside the
neuromast 12 min after laser ablation. Scale bar, 20 pm.

after the lasertreatment. In almost all cases,the first stereocilia
of regeneratedhair cellsappearedby 5 d after the laserablation.
By day 16 postablation, the laser-treated neuromastsin this
group of 6 salamandersaveraged approximately 7.5 hair cells

Figure 7. Scanning electron micrograph of the surface of a lateral line
neuromast after laser ablation and extrusion of its hair cells. The arrow
points to the former location of the sensory pore, where the apical
surfaces of the hair cells and supporting cells previously communicated
with the outside environment. The epithelium was fixed 100 min after
lasing, well past the time of hair cell extrusion. Notice that the epidermal
cells covering the surface of the neuromast are intact even though the
laser pulses passed through those cells on their paths converging in the
nuclei of the hair cells beneath. Compare to the intact neuromast in
Figure 2. Scale bar, 10 pm.

each. One neuromast had regenerated 14 hair cells 18 d after
complete elimination of all preexisting hair cells.
The cellular events occurring after a complete laserablation
of the hair cell population in one neuromastin each of 3 salamanderswere observed in 34-164 hr time-lapserecords.In one
case, the period of time-lapse recording began 6 hr after the
laserablation of all the hair cellsin the neuromastand continued
beyond the time when 3 hair cells had been produced by regeneration 125hr later. That neuromastcontained 15hair cells,
approximately 30 internal supporting cells, and approximately
15 mantle-type supporting cellsbefore laserablation. Following
that, a total of 2 1 internal supporting cell mitoseswere recorded
(Fig. 10). Seven divisions occurred during the first 100 hr of
observation; the remaining 14 occurred during the subsequent
64 hr, when the first hair cell replacementsappeared.In 4 control
salamanders,neuromaststhat were about the samesizeand age
as the laser-treatedneuromastswere observed for comparison.
There the average interval between mitoses in internal supporting cell populations was 9 hr, with a SD of 4 hr.
The mantle-type supporting cell population of the laser-treated neuromastwas also mitotically active. A total of 15 mantle
cell mitoseswere recorded, 11 occurred during the first 100 hr,
but only 4 during the next 64 hr. It seemslikely that most of
the mitotic activity in the normally quiescentmantle cellswas
associatedwith budding processesthat led to the formation of
the 2 secondary sensoryepithelia (seeDiscussion).At the time
of the laserablation, the neuromastwasin the processof forming
a secondaryneuromastby budding from its posteroventral side.
A secondbud developed from the neuromastat its anteroventral
side, beginning 87 hr after the laser treatment. However, the
lasertreatment may have stimulated somemantle cell mitoses,
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Figure 9. Regeneration after laser ablation of all preexisting hair cells.
A single laser-treated neuromast in the tail of each of 6 salamanders
was monitored daily by DIC microscopy. The mean number of hair
cells present is shown by each point. Vertical lines indicate SEs. In one
case, hair cells with recognizable sensory hair bundles appeared 3 d after
ablation. In almost all cases, the first hair cells appeared by 5 d after
ablation. The average number of hair cells in the monitored sample of
epithelia grew at a nearly constant rate during the subsequent 2 weeks.

Figure 8. Sections of an intact and a treated neuromast after laser
ablation of the hair cells. A, Two hair cells (between the arrowheads)
identifiable by their centrally positioned, spherical nuclei in the middle
of an intact neuromast. Dashed lines mark the approximate boundaries
between the epidermis outside neuromast’s mantle-type supporting cells
and the inner boundaries between the mantle-type supporting cells and
the internal supporting cells. B, Section through the middle of the adjacent neuromast fixed 12 hr after laser ablation of all of its hair cells.
The hair cells are no longer present in the neuromast. The transient
extracellular space created after their extrusion has been filled in and
the populations of overlying epidermal cells and underlying and surrounding supporting cells appear healthy, even though the laser pulses
passed through both of those cell populations, as the light converged
and diverged along the focused path of the microbeam. The arrow
indicates a supporting cell that is in contact with the basal lamina and
that is in an early phase of mitosis. Scalebar, 15 pm.

since 8 mantle cell divisions occurred at the dorsal side of the
neuromast, opposite the buds.
Three spherical, centrally located hair cell nuclei first became
identifiable 131 hr after laser ablation of the original sensory
cells. The sensory hair bundles of these cells became visible at
136 hr (Fig. 11). Internal supporting cell mitoses were observed
near the sites where the new hair cells arose, and no cells from
outside the neuromast were observed taking up residence in the
neuromast, at any time.
At the end of the time-lapse period, there were approximately
30 internal supporting cells in the neuromast, roughly the same
number that were present at the start of the observations. Although 21 divisions of internal supporting cells occurred, the
population did not grow appreciably, because at least 15 internal
supporting cells were phagocytosed by macrophages during the
time-lapse observation. Macrophages were recognizable because
of their rapid motility and their phagocytic action.
The branch of the lateral line nerve that contacted the lasertreated neuromast appeared normal throughout the recording.
Blood flow in the capillaries beneath the neuromast remained
strong.

Discussion
These results demonstrate that hair cells can regenerate in experimentally lesioned lateral line sensory epithelia that contain
no hair cells and only one resident cell type, supporting cells.
As in the regeneration of hair cells in the ear, the replacement
hair cells in the lateral line arise from progeny of new cell divisions. After complete ablation, new hair cells can arise in less
than 72 hr, and 4-9 hair cells continue to be produced each
week for at least 2 weeks. Supporting cells, which survive the
DASPEI and the laser treatments, increase their mitotic activity
soon after ablation of hair cells. Some of the progeny produced
by the divisions of these cells differentiate into new hair cells.

Figure IO. A DIC view of a supporting cell in anaphase of mitosis.
Time-lapse video microscopy was used to chart the course of similar
cell divisions that was evoked by the laser ablations and led to the
regenerative production of replacement hair cells. As outlined in the
text, it appears that the internal population of supporting cells is most
responsive in this form of hair cell regeneration.
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Figure 11. Hair cells produced after laser ablation and time-lapse observation. The preexisting hair cells in this neuromast were ablated by the
laser microbeam, then cell divisions in the remaining supporting cells and the activities of macrophages were monitored through nearly continuous
time-lapse microscopy over the course of 6 d, as outlined in the text. Three hair cell nuclei first became recognizable 13 1 hr after laser ablation;
their sensory hair bundles were recognizable by 136 hr. The preparation was then removed from the time-lapse apparatus for transport between
laboratories. At the end of that period, 10 d after the laser ablation, it was examined by vital microscopic methods that demonstrated a total of 6
regenerated hair cells. A, Epifluorescence shows the 6 regenerated hair cells (arrows) in the laser-treated neuromast after a 60 set immersion in 1
mM DASPEI. B, The nuclei of the regenerated hair cells are visible in this DIC micrograph focused in the middle of the sensory epithelium. C,
The sensory hair bundles of the 6 regenerated hair cells are visible in this DIC micrograph focused at the apical surface of the epithelium.

Phototoxicity
of DASPEI in these experiments,
but it is noteworthy that DASPEI hasbeenusedfor vital staining
of neuromuscularjunctions at 10PM, a 1OO-folddilution relative
to the concentration we used (Magrassi et al., 1987). At least
75% of the hair cells exposedto 1 mM DASPEI were killed by
as little as 5 min of epifluorescent illumination.
DASPEI and similar so-called“mitochondrial” dyes are cationic. Under some conditions they appear to accumulate in
We used a high concentration

respiring

mitochondria

because of the internally

negative

po-

tential difference acrossthe mitochondrial membrane(Johnson
et al., 1980, 1981). DASPEI incubation of hair cellsin the avian
cochlea labels small organelles,which are presumedto be mitochondria (M. E. Warchol, unpublished observation). However, DASPEI labeling of the lateral line appearsto be evenly
distributed throughout the cytoplasm and the nucleus of the
hair cells,but it is not presentin adjacent supporting cells. Both
the hair cells and the supporting cells of the lateral line reach
the external surface, but differences in the ion channels and
carriers that are exposed may account for their difference in
labeling. Also, the transmembrane potentials of hair cells are
greater than those of supporting cells in these neuromasts(K.
J. Balak, unpublished observations), and membrane potentials
have been shown to affect the uptake of similar cationic dyes
into whole cells (Sims et al., 1974; Waggoner, 1979).

Laser cell ablation
The use of a laser microbeam provides several significant advantagesover other methods for selective lesioning in hair cell

epithelia. Microbeam disruption is controllable in intensity and
in location, so a lesion can be placed in a subcellularcompartment of an individually selectedcell without noticeable damage
to overlying or surrounding cells (Bems, 1974; Bems et al.,
1981). The selected cell and its neighbors can be continually
visualized before, during, and after the lesion is produced. There
is precise control over the timing of the lesion, and rapid cell

death. In the lateral line, the method resultsin extrusion of the
killed cells from the treated neuromasts.

Progenitors of regenerated hair cells
Following the elimination of the hair cells from a lateral neuromast,

the supporting

cells of that neuromast

begin to divide

with increased frequency, eventually giving rise to cells that
differentiate as replacement hair cells. Supporting cells in undamaged sensory epithelia of the lateral line normally divide
much lessfrequently than those in neuromastswhere the hair
cells have been ablated. Time-lapse observations have previously demonstrated that the populations of the internal supporting

cells and the mantle-type

supporting

cells in lateral line

neuromastsare characterized by significantly different rates of
proliferation (Jones and Corwin, 1988). Under conditions of
normal growth, mitoses occur in the internal populations of
supporting

cells approximately

once every 9 hr, in neuromasts

that each contain approximately 30 internal supporting cells,
15 mantle-type supporting cells, and 15 hair cells. In contrast,
mantle-type supportingcellsare mitotically quiescentunder those
conditions, with lessthan 1 division occuring in 5 d, on average.
When the lateral line is growing by addition of secondaryneuromastsor through regeneration that hasbeen triggered by am-
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putation of the tip of the tail, new neuromasts are generated by
budding at the edges of preexisting neuromasts (Stone, 1937;
Corwin, 1986; Corwin et al., 1989). During budding, the rate
of mitosis in the internal supporting cells does not change, but
the rate of cell division in the population of mantle-type supporting cells increases rapidly (Jones and Corwin, 1988). After
laser ablation, the first appearance of regenerated hair cells was
preceded by a high rate of cell division in the internal supporting
cells, but this was accompanied by a low rate of division in the
mantle-type supporting cells. For that reason, we suspect that
the cell divisions that gave rise to the regenerated hair cells
occurred in internal supporting cells, but divisions of mantletype supporting cells could have given rise to the hair cells.
However, it seemsmost likely that the mitotic activity of mantle-type supporting cells was related to budding of 2 new neuromaststhat occurred at the edgeof that neuromast,rather than
to the replacementof the central hair cells that had beenkilled
by the lasertreatment.
Supporting cells have been proposed as progenitors of replacement hair cells produced during regenerationin the avian
cochlea(Corwin and Cotanche, 1988), and it hasrecently been
proposedthat hyaline and cuboidal cells that normally lie outside the inferior edge of that cochlear sensory epithelium can
give rise to progeny that may migrate into damagedregions of
the epithelium and differentiate into hair cells and supporting
cells (Girod et al., 1989). It may be that 2 or 3 types of cells
can act as progenitors to regeneratedhair cellsasproposed(Girod et al., 1989), but that has not been established.It is clear
that more evidence is needed to identify which of the several
proposedprogenitors in the avian epithelium actually gives rise
to new hair cells.

Hair cell extrusion
Regenerative production of hair cells can be evoked by compromising the metabolism of a preparation (Corwin, 1986), by
acoustic overstimulation (Cotanche, 1987; Corwin and Cotanche, 1988; Ryals and Rubel, 1988) by aminoglycoside poisoning (Cruz et al., 1987; Lippe et al., 1989), by phototoxic
poisoning, and by laser microbeam irradiation of existing hair
cells in an epithelium. All of those manipulations, with the
exception of aminoglycosidepoisoning,which hasnot beensubjected to careful posttreatment observation, are known to result
in extrusion of the dead or dying hair cells from the sensory
epithelium. It may be that the extrusion of hair cells from the
epithelium stimulatesa reactive proliferation of remaining cells
and the differentiation of new cellsasreplacements.In the chicken cochlearepithelium regenerationoccurswhere hair cellshave
been lost, but at sites where hair cells have been significantly
damagedand remain in the epithelium, regenerativereplacement
does not appear to occur (Cotanche, 1987; Corwin and Cotanche, 1988). The laser ablations of DASPEI-filled hair cells
(Fig. 6) suggestthat hair cells do not have to break up for regeneration to be triggered, if the cells are extruded.
Changesin adhesive contacts and the degreeof phosphorylation of tyrosine residuesin proteins that link elementsof the
cytoskeleton to the adhesivejunctions of cellsappear to have a
role in triggering the proliferation of tumor cells after transformation by viral oncogenes(Burridge et al., 1988). Mechanisms
that control cell proliferation are likely to be widely shared,so
the breaking of adhesive links and the remodeling of cytoskeletons causedby the extrusion of preexisting hair cells might be
expected to have a role in the releaseof supporting cells from
inhibition of proliferation mediated through cell contact. Al-
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tematively, the destruction of the hair cells might causethe
releaseof degradation products, other compounds,or electrical
currents that act directly or indirectly to induce proliferative
activity. Macrophages releasemitogens and are active in neuromastsearly in regeneration (Jonesand Corwin, 1988).
In mammalian ears, sitesof hair cell lossare marked by socalled “scars,” where adjacent supporting cell surfacesexpand
to fill the positions on the cochlear surfacethat would normally
be occupied by hair cells(Bredberg, 1968). Also, outer hair cells
that have been killed do not leave the epithelium until the
surrounding supporting cells form new junctions that provide
continuity in the reticular lamina (Forge, 1985).
If the specific triggers of supporting cell proliferation could
be identified in hair cell epithelia that have the capacity for
regeneration, such asthe sensoryepithelia of the lateral line or
the avian cochlea,thosetriggersmight be capableof stimulating
self-repairin mammalian epithelia. The largehuman population
that is affected by loss of hair cells and the resulting loss of
auditory sensitivity, which are currently consideredirreversible,
provides a compelling reasonto seekthose triggers.
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